RIDER

THIS RIDER REGARDING THE RAY BONNEVILLE ENGAGEMENT IS HEREIN MADE A PART OF THE ATTACHED CONTRACT.

1.	In all headline situations ARTIST shall receive 100% headline billing.  When not headlining, ARTIST shall always receive "special guest" billing

2.	In all advertising, ARTIST shall be billed as RAY BONNEVILLE.

3.	In all headline situations, other acts on the bill must be approved by ARTIST'S AGENT prior to confirmation of supporting act.

4.	PRESENTER will supply a first class sound system including:
	A) P.A. system and two floor monitors with reverb, EQ and power
	B) 1 re-issue Fender Deluxe Reverb amp or similar Fender tube amp w/ reverb & 12 inch 	speaker, such as a Fender Hot Rod.  Amp should be placed behind and to Ray's 			right, leaned back on floor so as to aim up and toward Ray's head or up on a short stool.
	C) 1 Vocal mic (Shure 57) on boom stand
	D) 1 mp mic (Shure 57) on boom stand
	E) 1 mic cable and channel for foot board mic (artist will supply footboard mic), this 		channel preferably with phantom power	
           F) 1 wooden chair with no arms, or short stool for Ray's harmonicas, capos, etc.( to Ray's 		left )
          G)  Artist prefers red & blue spots if venue has stage lighting	
          H) A professional sound technician to set up and run the sound for the duration of 	 	    the show

5.	PRESENTER will provide a clean, private dressing room that is directly accessible to the stage.  Dressing room should have running water, a private bathroom, and where possible, shower facilities and three towels.  Dressing room should have mirrors and should be locked or guarded when the ARTIST is on stage.

6.	PRESENTER will supply a general lighting system and technician to run lights.  The lighting and sound requirements can usually be handled by one technician.

7.	A sound check will be required on the day of the performance after the stage is set and all equipment is in operating order.  The time of the sound check will be arranged between AGENT and PRESENTER prior to performance.

8. 	All interviews and media requests should have prior approval from AGENT.
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10.	REPRODUCTION OF PERFORMANCES: No sound or video recording shall be made of the ARTIST'S performance without the prior written consent of the AGENT or MANAGER.

11.	INCIDENTAL SALES: The ARTIST shall have the sole right to sell or cause to be sold T-shirts, souvenir programs or booklets, LPs, CDs and cassette tapes. 

12.	HOSPITALITY: PRESENTER shall provide fresh coffee at sound check, and a half hour before the show ( Ray likes 1% milk for his coffee).  There should also be an assortment of fruit and bottled water in the dressing room from sound check on.  Presenter will supply a hot, healthy meal at supper, in the green room or $25.00 buyout.  Ray likes oriental food, no red meat, prefers chicken or tofu, vegetables, stirfries - spicy is fine, and a salad with balsamic dressing on the side.  If possible, Ray would appreciate 3 Coronas (beer) on ice a half hour before the show.

13.	ACCOMMODATIONS: PRESENTER agrees to furnish artist with a room  in a clean and reputable hotel or motel (no billets or B&B) as near to the venue as possible.  Ray prefers a motel room that he can drive up so that his gear can easily be moved into the room.

14.	RAY BONNEVILLE would appreciate presenter saving all press related to this engagement and mailing it to AGENT upon completion of the event.

15.	PRESENTER agrees to contact AGENT (902-569-1955) regarding any difficulties in meeting any contract or rider requirements.


AGREED TO AND ACCEPTED BY



_________________________		__________________________
Agent's signature				Presenter's signature



_________________________		_________________________
Date							Date

 

